
Filter Connectors

FilConn, Inc. offers several key technologies for use in mil-aerospace connector applications. The most 

common of these technologies is capacitive filtering. This filtering methodology is typically offered in three 

standard approaches. The most common of which is Pi-filter followed by the C filter and L filter technology. A 

brief discussion of each technology is provided below.

Pi-Filter Technology:

The use of a Pi-filter technology as a means of reducing EMI energy through a connector has been around 

for over 20 years. The engineers on our design team were key to the early development of this technology 

and so have an understanding that is unmatched in the filter connector industry today.

 
Advantages:

Aggressive roll off.

Strongest attenuation levels
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C-Filter Technology:

While a C-filter is less common in today's filter connector world than a Pi-filter, there are situations that 

require the use of a C-filter. C-filter technology provides a less aggressive approach to EMI filtering but has 

the advantage of being packaged into small package outlines. In addition to the small package advantage, 

C-filter technology can also be used in applications where a sensitive frequency cannot be harmed.

 
Advantages:

Can be incorporated into small package outlines.

Lower cost structure than traditional Pi.

Custom Filtering Needs:

In addition to the Pi and C filter technologies, FilConn can incorporate both 

"L" and "T" type filters into connector packages.

At FilConn our years of experience allow us to provide options for 

specialized filtering requirements. If you have a unique requirement, call us 

today and discuss options with an engineer.
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Transient Protected Connectors
FilConn, Inc. has the capability of providing transient voltage suppression (TVS) diodes inside of virtually any 

connector package regardless of arrangement or contact density. This approach allows design engineers to 

exceed the requirements outlined in DO-160 Section 22 while retaining valuable space inside the box being 

protected and saving circuit board space by eliminating bulky surface mount or axially leaded TVS diodes. 

The overall connector footprint is not increased when this technology is incorporated due to the unique 

packaging characteristics of the FilConn TVS protected connector. Here are some highlights:

Breakdown Voltage ranges from 3 – 200Vdc.

Standard power handling of 600Watts.

Optional power handling up to 1500Watts

ULC (Ultra Low Capacitance) TVS Diodes available for high speed applications.

Dual lightning/ESD protection diodes available.

Unidirectional and/or Bidirectional diodes available.

Combined Filter/Transient Connector Products
In addition to providing both filtering and transient protection technologies in connector packages 

independently, FilConn, Inc. also has the unique ability to package both technologies inside of a typical mil 

spec connector package outline. This can be accomplished across any connector and any contact density. 

Here are some highlights:

➡Capacitor working voltages as high as 250VDC with 500 volt 

DWV.

➡ Capacitance values as high as 10nF.

➡ TVS Diode breakdown voltages from 3-200Vdc.

➡ Optional power handling up to 1500Watts

➡ ULC (Ultra Low Capacitance) TVS Diodes available for high 

speed applications.

➡ Dual lightning/ESD protection diodes available.

➡ Unidirectional and/or Bidirectional diodes available
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Custom Connector Products
In addition to offering filter connector and transient protected product, FilConn, Inc. also offers a wide array of 

custom connector products. Our engineers have the knowledge and tools necessary to design custom 

connector products that meet specific customer needs.
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